Weighs
Only
161 lbs!

Sod Cutters

“Text to Video” feature
offers quick view of
operating instructions
on your mobile device.*
Text "cut" to 33998

SC181H , SC181HG &
SC181HGE U Hydro
Drive

NewTIO! N

GOLF OP BLE!
AVAILA

“Text to Video” feature
offers quick view of
operating instructions
on your mobile device.*
Text "sod" to 33998

(Honda®)

The Next Gen Hydro-Drive 18” sod cutter is built
upon the most rugged foundation in the industry
with a superstructure frame that features 50 additional pounds of steel and supports a heavy-duty
drive and cut system with a new laser clad cutting
blade - for the ultimate in smooth, precise cutting
and 3x blade life. The rugged, reliable 18-inch
cut hydro-drive sod cutter is a favorite for irrigation, landscape, hardscape, sports field, flatwork,
and the new SC181HG golf option with knobby
tires is ideal for softer touch, shallow cut, bent
grass applications. Honda 5.5 HP† engine with
3-year limited warranty.** (The SC181HGEU is
specified for European customers.)
Model
SC121H
SC181H
SC181HG
SC181HGEU

Engine
118 cc Honda GXV120
163 cc Honda GXV160
163 cc Honda GXV160
163 cc Honda GXV160

Weight
161 lb (73 kg)
395 lb. (179 Kg)
395 lb. (179 Kg)
395 lb. (179 Kg)

Cutting Width
12” (31 cm)
18” (45.7 cm)
18” (45.7 cm)
18” (45.7 cm)

*Data rates may apply.
**Complete warranty details can be found in Operations Manual.
†
Power rated by engine manufacturer.

Cutting Depth
Maximum of 1.38” (3.5 cm)
Max 2.5” (6.35 cm)
Max 2.5” (6.35 cm)
Max 2.5” (6.35 cm)

Length
31” ( 78 cm)
60” (1,524 mm)
60” (1,524 mm)
60” (1,524 mm)

Width
16.5” (42 cm)
26.5” (673 mm)
26.5” (673 mm)
26.5” (673 mm)

Height
31” (78 cm)
38.5” (978 mm)
38.5” (978 mm)
38.5” (978 mm)

Transmission
2 forward speeds
Hydro-Gear® RT310
Hydro-Gear® RT310
Hydro-Gear® RT310

